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Phystat DM first white paper 
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Phystat DM first white paper motivations

● Different Direct Detection DM experiments use different 
conventions in their statistical analysis leading to different 
results.

● Establish a set of recommended conventions with individuals 
from many of the largest Direct Detection experiments (DAMIC, 
DarkSide, DARWIN, DEAP, LZ, PandaX, PICO, SENSEI, 
SuperCDMS, and XENON) for reporting results from direct dark 
matter searches.
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Phystat DM first white paper

● PLR method
○ Confidence intervals
○ Discovery
○ Power limited bounds
○ Look elsewhere

● Conventions of:
○ Standard Halo Model
○ Neutrino Backgrounds
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Phystat DM low-threshold white paper

● Many of the needs and problems of low threshold 
experiments were left unanswered in the first paper.

● Some of these problems are not entirely statistical, 
and a discussion of systematic uncertainties is critical.

● Started meetings roughly 3 months ago.
● Paper structure and exact topics are still not rigidly set.
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Paper overview: PLR and its alternatives

● The PLR has several problems, mostly stemming from:
○ Problems with unmodeled uncertainties
○ Computationally expensive

● Discussion of some of the alternatives to the PLR, and where 
they might be useful:
○ Optimum Interval
○ Counting Events
○ Machine learning algorithms
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Paper overview: Detector, Background, and Signal Conventions

● Low threshold experiments have a much weaker hold on systematic 
uncertainties

● Detector Physics:
○ Threshold effects.
○ Detector microphysics.
○ Post interaction detector response.

● Background estimation:
○ Qualifying Radioactive Bkg models
○ Unmodeled backgrounds

● Signal modeling
○ Effects of systematic uncertainties in the signal model.
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Paper Overview: Discovery Potential

● Current low-energy systematics (e.g. poorly understood backgrounds and 
detector response) complicate discovery potential assessments.

● Weigh in on the possibility of changing that in the future
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Paper Overview: Enabling Collective Analysis

● As we’ve discussed, different experiments have different problems of varying 
severity

● Is there a way to compare the results of different experiments?
● Can we quantify at which regions of the parameter space an experiment has 

fewer systematic uncertainties? 
● Can multi-experiment analyses be performed? Different experiments have 

different information (e.g. time vs spatial resolution), can that be used?
● This section is where it is hoped that the EXCESS workshop could contribute 

the most. 
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Discussion Preamble

● I will summarize the discussion, and spread that within the 
phystat-DM collaboration.

● The EXCESS workshop and the contribution of this 
discussion will be acknowledged by the paper.

● Anyone who wants to further help the effort, is invited to 
join the white paper, by sending me an email to: 
ItayBlochM@gmail.com
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What type of information should collaboration publish to ease 
comparison and multi-experiment analyses

● How can one compare between experiments that used different analysis methods. Is 
there some more “raw” data that can be published to make this easier? 

● Different experiments have different level of knowledge for their background models. Is 
there a way to quantify this? 

● The level of reliability of the detector modeling varies significantly between experiments. 
Can that be quantified? Is an exclusion plot more reliable if two detectors of very 
different microphysics exclude the same region?

Note: It’s important to not only compare different experiments, but also compare a 
single experiment’s exclusion capabilities for different DM model parameters (e.g. 
mass).

Discussion Leading Questions
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